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Introduction to the Series: For
•
•
•
•

the Relief of Our Planet

Why I started this
Who we are
The relevance of the times 2020 and 1620
What we talked about last year in Bacon2020

• The big themes for 2020 and onwards
• Messages
• Truth/Narrative – how messages are passed on and
received effectively
• Our outputs: seminar series and book project

• Societal pillars to enable the necessary impacts
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Introduction to the Series: For

the Relief of Our Planet

• Why I started this…
• Bacon’s FOUR IDOLAE … (idols of the mind – prejudices in thinking)
•
•
•
•

The TRIBE … beware of taking an overly human-centric view
The CAVE … be aware of the narrowness of one’s own experience
The MARKETPLACE … beware of misunderstanding or different use of words
The THEATRE … beware of belief imposed by authority or dogma
Time to think more about the other species
• The TRIBE splits into two:
• Prejudices of all humans ……………. we share this planet with?
Or other forms of “intelligence” ?
• Prejudices of “people like me” ……

Time to think more about what we mean
by “equality” and whether actions to deal
with it are actually even more divisive?

Introduction to the Series: For

the Relief of Our Planet

• The Bacon2020 project (July 2020-March 2021)
• Fortnightly series of discussion meetings on topics inspired by the NOTION:

A new Novum Organum for the 21st Century
• After 400 years, what is the “scientific method” now, and what should it be?
• Conceived as a TRANS-DISCIPLINARY activity
• Run online, initially with people from WGU, IOP Wales, and HoPG; but
gradually attracted wider engagement

• Outputs: (the “TROOP” project)
• Grasp and articulate the PURPOSE:

For the Relief of Our Planet

• Through: (i) this Seminar Series, and (ii) the writing of a Book (ongoing)

Introduction to the Series: For

the Relief of Our Planet

• Very short summary:
• The relevance of the times 2020 and 1620
• What we talked about last year in Bacon2020

• Bacon envisaged:
• Need for more and better science, to
improve the human lot
• Suggested science would progress faster
using a new approach: “Novum Organum”
• Worked for funding and infrastructure for
it (by political influence)
• Built populist interest: “New Atlantis”
• Encouraged education and the value in
education

• Parallels today:
• Global challenges: climate change,
resources, pandemics, etc
• Advances through mathematics,
statistics, computation, and AI
• State managed and prioritised
funding and infrastructure
• Sci-Fi novels and Utopias
• State managed and funded
education for all

Introduction to the Series: For

the Relief of Our Planet

• The ten topics for the seminars:
1. PANEL DISCUSSION: Introduction:

5. LECTURE: What is the Good of Science?

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate
2. LECTURE: Bacon’s Legacy: the early
Royal Society and the Philosophy of
Science
3. PANEL DISCUSSION: What does Transdisciplinarity look like? A defence of
Art and Physics?
4. LECTURE: Thoughts on the Future of
Education

6. PANEL DISCUSSION: Truth & Narrative
7. PANEL DISCUSSION: Histories and Imagined

Futures

8. PANEL DISCUSSION: Pathways of Scientific

Methods Development
9. PANEL DISCUSSION: English in Science:
Lingua Franca or Hegemony?
10.PANEL DISCUSSION: Forward to the year
2420: Diagnosis, Prognosis and
Prescription

• The chapter plan for the book project

The
Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
First Speaker
Alison McMillan
Professor in Aerospace Technology,
Wrexham Glyndŵr University, UK.

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate
• The Big themes for 2020 and onwards.
• Messages
• Truth/Narrative – how messages are passed on and received effectively
• Our outputs: seminar series and book project

• Societal Pillars to enable the necessary impacts

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Big themes
• Increasing numbers of humans …
Air, water, food, … ,
sewerage, electricity, etc

Adequacy of resources

Inequalities,
control, mis-use
& slavery of other
humans

Easy spread of disease, through proximity,
and unequal access to health care
Unbalanced
competition with
the animal and
plant kingdoms

Bio-diversity loss

Unresolved
environmental
issues growing
out of control

Climate Crisis

“Progress” creating problems
before recognising them
Loss of resilience and a balanced
sense of position/importance

Domestication
De-valuation of
evolutionary traits

Impacts on education
& work/leisure

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate : Big themes
• The needs during Bacon’s time were close to home and causes were
more obvious.
• Our science progress has, with one hand solved a pile of problems
and improved lives, but in doing so, as created new and bigger
problems.
• So, if we are to continue to enjoy the improved lives, we will need to
manage our science and technology applications more carefully

Big themes
Recognise
problems and
define needs
Develop new
science
Create new
technology

• How science
development might have
looked to Bacon in 1620

Solve new
problems to make
lives better

Big themes
Recognise
problems and
define needs
Develop new
science
Create new
technology
Solve new
problems to
make lives better

• How science
development has
progressed to date

Solve enough
problems to make a
lot more humans

Create side-effects
that cause new
problems

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Messages
• Messages
• Truth/Narrative – how messages are passed on and received effectively
• Our outputs: seminar series and book project

• This was my personal biggest learning outcome of the Bacon2020
Approaching without prejudice, Bacon’s FOUR IDOLAE
+ A TRANS-DISCIPLINARY group
+ Real LISTENING
→ Understanding why SCIENCE messages don’t reach non-scientists

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Messages
blinkered “culture”

• COVID: Experience on Social Media
• Keyboard Warriors & Ignorance
• Many people latch onto a DESIRABLE “TRUTH”
rather than a REAL TRUTH
• Such people actively choose SCIENCE IGNORANCE
and this is learned behaviour:
Why? To side-step personal RESPONSIBILITY?
• Difficult to defend a SCIENCE-BASED TRUTH in the
face of SCIENCE IGNORANCE
• TRUTH is not always ABSOLUTE TRUTH: Conveying
concepts of EVIDENCE and DATA ANALYSIS is hard
in the face of SCIENCE IGNORANCE

Bacon’s FOUR IDOLAE … (idols of the
mind – prejudices in thinking)
The TRIBE … beware of taking
an overly human-centric view
The CAVE … be aware of the
narrowness of one’s own
experience
The MARKETPLACE … beware of
misunderstanding or different
use of words
The THEATRE … beware of
belief imposed by authority
or dogma

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Messages
• Two slides ago, I asked …
“Why do some people choose SCIENCE IGNORANCE?”

• And I was closed-minded and offered an
answer…
“Because they want to side-step their RESPONSIBILITY.”

• This is UNFAIR
• If I use the FIVE WHYS technique, I might learn more…

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS using
the FIVE WHYS technique
WHY … ? Superficial
problem
WHY … ? Dig deeper…
WHY … ? And deeper…
WHY … ? And continue…
WHY … ? And eventually
get down to …
… The ROOT CAUSE

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Messages
For example:
• Why are some people IGNORANT of science?
• Because they have not ENGAGED with science
• Why? Because they feel EXCLUDED
• They feel EXCLUDED when their experience is INVALIDATED
• Why? Because it DOESN’T MATCH (e.g.) Newton’s Laws
• And when they ask questions they are RIDICULED

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS using
the FIVE WHYS technique
WHY … ? Superficial
problem
WHY … ? Dig deeper…
WHY … ? And deeper…
WHY … ? And continue…
Or:
WHY … ? And eventually
• Why do people CHOOSE to side-step their responsibility?
get down to …
• Why? Because they feel UNABLE to make a difference
… The ROOT CAUSE

• Why? Because they are NOT INVITED to contribute
• Or because their VALID ANSWER does not fit the “box” of the question

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Messages
• In Short:
• People must be allowed to engage on their
own terms, and be respected for it
• Most of the Big Themes require a majority of
the population to act in some way

• To say, “Leave it to the Experts”, is
• INSULTING
• DIVISIVE
• COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE
• FAILS Bacon’s IDOLAE
• Will lead to DISASTER FOR THE PLANET

Bacon’s FOUR IDOLAE … (idols of the
mind – prejudices in thinking –
rewritten For Scientists)
The TRIBE … beware of taking
only a Scientist-centric view
The CAVE … be aware of the
narrowness of Cloistered
Science Education
The MARKETPLACE … beware of
potential misunderstanding
of Science Specific words
The THEATRE … beware of
imposing Science as Dogma

The Stewardship of Man’s
Estate: Pillars
• Societal PILLARS to enable the necessary
impacts
• The frontispiece of Novum Organum
• The PILLARS shown here are the Pillars of
Hercules (the mountains defining the sides of
the Strait of Gibraltar)
• Implying the 12 Labours of Hercules: i.e. all
but impossible “Herculean” challenges
• Also implies a Passage to Atlantis, or where
knowledge is to be found

Multi pertransibunt & augebitur scientia
Many will pass back and forth & knowledge will be
enriched

The Stewardship of Man’s Estate: Pillars
• The coming series will explore the SOCIETAL PILLARS in more detail:
History

• Early Modern & Origins of Science
• Factual & Narrative
• Where do our knowledge and
expectations come from?

Our Planet

• Our knowledge of the “Estate” & our
Impacts on it
• Actions taken & the Actors

Education & Knowledge

• How might it be better coordinated?
• What is the role of English in
knowledge sharing?

The Science Process

• What does the “Novum Organum”
really teach?
• Role of Mathematics, Computing, AI?

Governance

• Why should science be funded and
what are the priorities?
• What is the good of science?

The Future

• Looking back to look forward
• What should the Next “Organum”
look like, to ensure that we have a
future?

The Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
Panellists

The
Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
Panellist 1
Elena Cassidy-Smith
Fine Art Practice PhD researcher,
Wrexham Glyndŵr University, UK.

S T E WA R D S H I P O F M A N S E S TAT E

Seminiar one
7th September 2021

Elena Cassidy-Smith

T H E AG E O F T H E
A N T H RO P O C E N E

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-3010-5
www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/anthropocene/

M A N Y W I L L T R AV E L
A N D K N OW L E D G E
WILL BE
INCREASED

P L A N E TA RY B O U N DA R I E S A N D
THE ALICE EFFECT
DOI: HTTPS://DOI.ORG/10.6094/BEHEMOTH.2020.13.1.1032

IN SEEKING SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ARE THE
BOUNDARIES TENUOUSLY BALANCED WITH THE
CONSIDERATION OF THE ECOLOGICAL IMPACT ON
PLANETARY HEALTH?
IS BACONS NEW ATLANTIS AN ASPIRATIONAL MODEL
THAT WAS ALWAYS GOING TO BE OUT OF REACH TO
CONTEMPORARY SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS?

The
Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
Panellist 2
Hugh Deighton
Fellow of the Institute of Physics,
Chair of the History of Physics Group

From: IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Report 2021

Forthcoming events on Climate Change and Net Zero:
• Conference of the Parties 26th event (COP26): Glasgow, 31 Oct – 12 Nov: https://ukcop26.org/
• IOP Physics in the Spotlight event on “Green Economy”: 22 – 25 November: http://spotlight2021.iopconfs.org/home

Hugh Deighton
•

I am the chair of the Environmental Physics Group at IOP and I have worked in Earth Observation
(principally meteorology and climate science) for 35 years. I am contributing to the early history of
science section for the Bacon 2020 project.

•

It has become clear over the last 30 years that there is a consensus amongst meteorologists and
climate scientists across the world that the earth’s climate is changing, that global temperatures
are rising and that this will have profound effects on our environment. The consensus is also that
these changes are recent and are almost certainly anthropogenic. Without concerted worldwide
action to mitigate the causes of climate change then the consequences will be catastrophic for
many parts of the world and hugely damaging for most of the rest. Our current way of life will have
to be modified or it will be modified for us by the planet in ways that all of us will find completely
unpalatable.

Hugh Deighton
•

The evidence for this conclusion is well researched and documented and has been debated
amongst the scientific community in a way that is probably unique in the history of science. Most
other scientific issues concern much more limited sets of scientists and don’t attract the public
scrutiny that climate change does (with the possible exception of Covid-19 vaccines recently).

•

What is surprising is that the issue of anthropogenic climate change as a scientific conclusion has
been challenged by an increasingly loud voice of climate change denial which asserts that the
science is flawed and that the conclusions are alarmist and rooted in vested interests.

•

In fact this is a subset of a bigger issue facing scientists which is science denial in general. This
movement believes that science as an activity is flawed and its theories and conclusions should
not be trusted.

Hugh Deighton
•

The scientific method, which aims to discover objectively observable facts about the world and
then assemble them into theories which produce objectively testable predictions, has shown itself
to be the best means available to help humanity improve our condition. Francis Bacon, part of the
long tradition reaching back to pre-history, helped to formulate the scientific method to the point
where it has become a rigorous and systematic endeavour that demonstrably allows humanity to
face the tests that challenge us every day, from disease to poverty to climate change.

•

It now requires concerted efforts amongst scientists to resist the science deniers and show that
science is the best hope for humanity to continue to flourish on the planet.

Hugh Deighton
•

This will not be achieved by quoting more and more facts but by engaging with the wider nonscientific community to educate and persuade them that science is a huge benefit to humanity and
that its discoveries and attainments are real.

•

Events like Bacon2020, with its emphasis on interdisciplinarity and cooperation across the arts and
sciences, have an important part to play in ensuring that as many people as possible are aware of
the benefits of science and begin to accept that its conclusions should be listened to with the
attention and respect that its achievements deserve.

The
Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
Panellist 3
Tobin Craig
James Madison College, Michigan
State University, USA.

Bacon’s Extraordinary
Prescience
Submarines, genetic engineering,
advanced weapons, biomedicine, laser
beams… “Magnalia Naturae”
The very possibility of an experimental,
organized, ‘technologically-oriented’
science; its key features

The socio-cultural and scientific
ramifications of the institutionalization
of a new science

The Project-character of the Instauratio
Magna (and Novum Organum)

“Francis of Verulam reasoned thus with
himself, and deemed it in the interest of
present AND FUTURE GENERATIONS that his
reasonings be put before them…”

Politicalethical
Implications

Dangerous or harmful scientific
and technological discoveries
The political problems posed
by ongoing innovation
The social responsibility of the
scientist

Implications
for the
conduct of
science

Specialization and the loss of
‘the big picture’
The ever-present danger posed
by the idols (dogmatism)
The ‘two-cultures’ problem and
the ‘self-forgetting scientist’

The
Stewardship of
Man’s Estate:
Panellist 4
Jonathan Powers
Emeritus Professor, University of
Derby, formerly Senior Pro ViceChancellor.

INSTAURATIO
MAGNA

Multi pertransibunt
et augebitur scientia

Daniel, Ch12, v.4

Jonathan Powers
Our situation and our
beliefs about human
history are very different:
so in what way, if any, is
Bacon’s eschatology
relevant to us?

In the early 17th century there was
widespread belief that human
history was developing towards a
final crisis following which Christ
would return and the Kingdom of
Heaven would be established on
Earth.

Jonathan Powers
Our situation and our
beliefs about human
history are very different:
so in what way, if any, is
Bacon’s eschatology
relevant to us?

It was also believed that prior to
this humankind would regain the
mastery of nature it had enjoyed in
the Garden of Eden before the Fall.
Thus Bacon’s desire to restore this
mastery had an Eschatological
significance in his times, promising
benefit to all of humankind.
By harnessing such a religious
motivation, Bacon’s Vision gained
support which transcended mere
self-interest.

Jonathan Powers
Our situation and our
beliefs about human
history are very different:
so in what way, if any, is
Bacon’s eschatology
relevant to us?

Nowadays we no longer share this
eschatological outlook, but the
seemingly exponential
development in the power of
science-based technologies which
has occurred since Bacon’s day
faces us with the possibility that
instead of ushering in a New Age of
wonder and plenty, our pursuit of
short-sighted and divisive interests
will actually precipitate the demise
of humankind.

Jonathan Powers
Our situation and our
beliefs about human
history are very different:
so in what way, if any, is
Bacon’s eschatology
relevant to us?

This presents us with a different
and darker Eschatology, but one
which is no less urgent.
Is there a narrative we can harness
which still points the way to the
making of all things wonderful?

Join us next week for

